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This mining town, lost in the middle of the hot and dry south Australian
desert is famous for its opals, but also for its underground homes, shops and
churches. In order to escape the oppressing temperatures in the day the
inhabitants used the mining machinery to dig their homes in the soft rock of
the soil.

This post-apocalyptic village seems almost abandoned and we can see in the
streets old mining machines rusting in place, or even a spaceship, built as prop
for the Pitch Black movie, shot here a couple of years ago.

The streets are made of dirt and sand with no walkway and you have to be
careful of the cars, trucks and heavy machinery passing there. And if you
want to wander off the streets be careful not to fall down a pit dug years ago
to try to find opals…

















It's only after a 150 kilometers of corrugated
dirt road and a few creek crossings that you can
find Tunnel Creek, in the middle of the
Kimberley region, north ofWestern Australia.

This cave tunnel, 750 meters long, follows the
course of a small creek. You'll need a torch and
a pair of flip-flops or sandals (called thongs by
Australians) to walk the length of tunnel,
occasionally stepping into water. But be careful
not to walk on a freshwater crocodile! Unlike
the saltwater crocs, these are not aggressive
unless you threaten them.

This short stroll offers magnificent views over
the stalactites and the large ceiling of the cave,
until your reach the other side of the hill. If you
stay quiet you might even see the thousands of
bats living up the ceiling of the cave…




















































